BEC 200 + S 500 + ECP 12
SOLIDS LINE FOR DEMANDING PACKAGING FORMATS: FEEDING, END-OF-LINE PACKAGING, SERIALIZATION.
Variable feeding

Direct, reliable

Track & Trace by Uhlmann

Intuitively correct operation

SimTap, brush box, or vibratory

blister transfer

with the new S 500

with SmartControl, apps covering

feeder with segment roller

format-free for fast

serialization platform

all production steps

changeovers

Platen sealing station

Blister and redundant

for standard formats and

magazine

Types of closure

“Uhlmann powered by pester pac automation”

special applications

automatic first filling,

tuck-in, tamper-evident

Case packaging and palletizing combination,

such as childproof blisters

format-free adjustment

with hot-glue, fourth flap

including aggregation

New end-of-line packaging generation:

MEETING COMPLEX SPECIFICATIONS WITH A CONSISTENTLY PRODUCTIVE PACKAGING PROCESS
BEC 200, S 500, and ECP 12 combination is the answer here. The BEC 200 includes a lid foil preheating function, which
is ideal for childproof blisters, for example, and can up its output when demand increases. The output of 200 blisters and

Output data at a glance:
BEC 200

Added output based on a software upgrade

150 cartons can be upgraded to a maximum of 300 blisters per minute.
Carton serialization can be integrated into the cartoner or be carried out separately from the line using the new S 500. Even
more compact and with added flexibility, this is also the ideal serialization solution for existing machines. The next new
portfolio addition is the first end-of-line packaging machine developed in cooperation with pester pac automation: the ECP 12
offers combined automated case packaging and palletizing on the smallest of footprints with maximum process reliability.
LEARN MORE ABOUT ...
… this line: https://uhlmann.live
… our services: www.uhlmann.de\services
… our digital solutions: www.uhlmann.de\digital

max. 200 blisters/min. and 150 cartons/min.
up to 300 blisters/min.

S 500

max. 300/500* cartons/min.

ECP 12

max. 12 cases/min.
max. 6 pallet cycles/min.		

* Optional upgrade
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The integrated and pharmaceutically reliable processing of small batches of demanding packaging formats – the Blister line

